Ever since the old danwei [or "work unit"] 1 --whose celebrated "iron rice bowl" with its inviolable pledges of stability and security--bit the dust in the course of the relentless march of the market and its technologies into China, not just a protected job, but the Office, the Shop and the Factory writ large have become effectively off-bounds to hordes of ordinary people in contemporary urban China. By now it is well known that many millions of the masses who once possessed gongzuo, or "work," in these places of business saw their livelihoods lost in and after the late 1990s. 2 We will never know just how many millions these have been. See Dorothy J. Solinger, "Why We Cannot
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2 Indeed, where "work" in Chinese cities once meant nothing more nor less than permanent formal-sector employment in a state-run entity, 3 that sort of activity is itself slipping away: During the 9th Plan (1995 Plan ( -2000 , employees in the traditionally formal sectors (state and collectively-owned firms) decreased substantially; according to a report done in 2000, 44.3 million employees had been thrown out by then, and the ratio of this type of labor to total employment had dropped from the 73.5 percent as of l995 to 45.1 percent. 4 This is occurring just as enormous numbers of those who partook of state work in the past are now more likely to be found in their homes (often sickly, almost always listless) or out on the streets (whether selling, sweeping, doing service work, or sounding off) than engaged, either indoors or out, in any kind of salaried assignment. Surely related to these discharges, somewhere between 20 and 50 million urbanites, 5 probably some 70 to 80 percent of whom come from the ranks of the newly jobless, 6 have grown to constitute a novel grouping in the municipalities, a collectivity known as the "tekunhu," meaning households in special difficulty, one special segment among the newly constituted "ruoshi qunti," weak masses. 7 These are the people seen as too old, too weak, or too ignorant to fit into what is felt in China to be "modern society." 8 It would quite likely be accurate to claim that practically none of these people has re-entered into the formal workforce since being expelled from it over the past decade.
Quite true, I"m convinced, no leaders in Beijing--nor even functionaries at the grass roots--would openly assert that these individuals should be prevented from 6 For instance, as of late 1999, when 2,306 cities and towns had installed a new program to cater to these individuals, 79 percent of the nearly three million residents entered into the system were individuals who had just lately become poor. See Tang There is a cottage industry of economic studies of the poverty rate, but these often display no awareness of the substantive dimensions of the issue or of the repercussions for people"s lives. 8 Not only were such individuals likely to lose their jobs in the massive shakedown of the late 1990"s and early 2000"s, but, lacking skills, they could rarely hope to find new work. Tang Jun, "Selections," Chapter Three makes this point repeatedly. According to an investigation of the dibao targets reported in a 2006 piece ("Zhongguo chengshi," op. cit.) , it was found that among adult targets, those with primary education and below represented 24.1 percent and 46.5 percent had been to junior high school, together amounting to 70.6 percent without any senior high school training. A mere 27.6 percent of these people boasted of having some sort of professional or handicraft skill, while just 2.9 percent claimed to have some work. As for their health, the Ministry of Civil Affairs announced that in a national study of 10,000 dibao households, 33.7 percent have disabled people, and 64.9 percent had one or more members with a chronic illness or serious illness. participating in labor; my research-whether documentary or in the field--uncovers nothing to that effect. Nor, I imagine, is that outcome even anyone"s hidden agenda.
Still, from my observations it appears that the story of their lack of placement could be read to demonstrate that both official regulations and the actions of local administrators, both bent on making China more and more modern, operate to achieve that end, i.e., to keep them out of the work force. This is the case I set out to make.
I first provide some background as to how these two groups--first those who lost their work posts, and then those who became destitute--came into being; I then explain what is being done by the state to attenuate their difficulties. I go on to argue that in the nation"s march toward affluence and state-of-the-art metropolises--despite its politicians" persistent pleas to bring down the rate of unemployment--people of this sort are at least subliminally handled as if or--one might say, effectually treated as if--best kept out-of-sight, even off the work rolls. I explore how a set of disincentives built into employment policy, along with the externalities (what I call, in sync with contemporary jargon, "collateral damage") of other, apparently unrelated policies, have come together to discourage job-holding by the new middle-aged workless and indigent in the cities since the 1990s.
BACKGROUND

9
The cities, for the most part, appeared up until the middle of the 1990s to be islands within the larger Chinese political economy in which job-secure workers could be certain that their livelihood, health, education and living abodes would evermore undergird their and their children"s sustenance. At least until the late 1980s, urbanites who stuck with the state sector even considered good treatment on the job a kind of birthright, an entitlement that was sure to be enforced. In the cities, true, there had always been the disadvantaged after 1949--those without offspring or spouses, the disabled, and people unable to support themselves. But this relatively tiny batch of individuals generally survived in the shadows and out of sight, subsisting--but just ____________________ 9 The first few paragraphs below draw on my introduction to Tang Jun, "Selections." barely--as members of the "three withouts" on a mere pittance, in the form of meager "social relief" disbursed by civil affairs departments.
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Not only did cities seem immune from the perils of hardship up until just over a decade ago, but there was even reason to hope that the rise in living standards that followed China"s opening up after 1980 would continue for everyone in them. For the dawn of the switch to the market economy in the early 1980s was accompanied by the credo that the wealth being generated--first by the fertilization lent by the inrush of foreign capital along the coast and later by rapidly shooting sprouts of the private sector--would in time shed seeds that fostered prosperity much more widely.
Optimism, especially in macro terms, was fueled by statistics such as the following: during the Ninth Five-Year Plan period (1996 to 2001), per household disposable income increased at an average annual per person rate of 5.7 per cent in real terms in the cities, while the urban wage for staff and workers" wages experienced an average per-person annual increase of 15.9 percent. Permanent residents" average disposable income had climbed up to 6,860 per year, an improvement of 19-fold over the year 1978 when the post-Mao economic reforms began.
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But the drama of the displacement of these now disqualified citizens unfolded precisely in the midst of their state"s hell-bent drive to "develop," a critical part of its leadership"s push for modernity, and, in fact, is inseparable from that push. At first the effects were slow to appear. Throughout the late 1980"s, there had been scattered reports of job losses for "redundant workers."
12
In the main, however, managers were still constrained then from dismissing employees openly. 13 In the early 1990s, though, the state-owned firms began to succumb to competition from imports, as well as from 14 For enterprises in these other portions of the economy lacked the responsibility that the state had long bestowed on the firms it owned and ran to provide welfare and other benefits for their staff and labor forces.
Clearly, this discrepancy enhanced the nonstate firms" profitability and competitiveness at the expense of their state-owned rivals, and, as we will see, was to have a major impact on workers" jobs.
Other direct causes of the plight of the official enterprises that came to visit adversity upon the old work force included the obsolescence of much of these firms" equipment in the wake of burgeoning technological imports from the developed world.
Added to this was the growing and serious mismatch between, on the one hand, the largely unschooled nature of a huge segment of the workforce (owing to its coming of age during the years of the Cultural Revolution, when schools were shut and the only education on offer entailed "learning from the workers, peasants and soldiers"), and the type of demand issuing from the labor market as the economy underwent its marketization, on the other.
But it was finally with the several-year-long austerity program introduced by then-Vice Premier Zhu Rongji in mid-1993 and the significantly heightened market pressures it induced with its temporary but stiff curtailment of the customarily lavish and guaranteed credit that state firms had regularly counted on--and the consequent rise in firm losses--that a sudden outbreak of unemployment began.
15
In 1994, when a new Labor Law was written granting firms" management freedom to fire if near bankruptcy or in serious difficulty, 16 the phenomenon called xiagang (according to which employees in name retained their tie to their danwei but were in fact without any work to do) began ____________________ 14 Barry Naughton, "Implications of the State Monopoly Over Industry and its Relaxation," Modern China 18, 1 (1992) :14-41. 15 Barry Naughton, Growing Out of the Plan: Chinese Economic Reform 1978 -1993 Translated in FBIS, July 19, 1994 , 18-26, from XH, July 5, 1994 to gather speed.
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By spring 1996, urban unemployment, once strictly anathema to the Communist Party, was being termed "inevitable in a market economy," which in China by that time unquestionably obtained. Neither of these objectives can be divorced from the subsequent flood of layoffs that followed in the wake of the convention. At the end of the year, the Ministry of Labor"s National Work Conference announced, apparently with much chagrin, "Dismissing and laying off workers is a move against our will taken when we have no way to turn for help, but also the only way to extricate ourselves from predicament."
20
The upshot was that, for a significant section of the old proletariat in the with work ability and a desire to work who were unable to land "jobs," or, more loosely, to find employment of any sort.
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These moves executed with reluctance as they may have been, the upshot was the generation of a whole new sub-sector of city society, a segment apparently set to stay.
The poverty-stricken (that is, the newly poor, the portion of the ruoshi qunti who were made poor in the course of economic reforms, a set of people later to go under the label of dibaohu, or households receiving the dibao 24 ) then emerged as a subset of those who had been discharged from their firms. These were the people most disadvantaged, whether by their age, their poor health or disability, or their total lack of any credentials, unable to find a way to sustain their existence on their own. The presence of this part of the population stranded amidst much plenty is also the result of the as yet far from fully fulfilled need for the Chinese polity to undergird the livelihood of the unemployed masses in the cities with a workable social welfare system.
25
PROGRAMS AIMED AT ASSISTANCE AND ALLEVIATION
For the newly let go
The state has not been passive in the face of the hardship its policies engendered. Toward the unemployed or, so called "xiagang" [laid off], as early as 1994, an experimental program, the "Reemployment Project" (REP), was piloted in 30 cities, and then extended nationwide the following year. It comprised a monumental effort directed at a sadly overambitious aim: to somehow arrange for the settlement of ____________________ 23 Earlier periods of urban unemployment existed in the PRC, as in the early 1950s, the mid-1960s, and the late 1970s. But in each case the government was able to devise programs--sometimes distasteful ones, as in the 1960s" rustication movement--that to a large extent disposed of the problem. Besides, in these earlier eras, it was for the most part the never-employed who searched for jobs; in the present era it is a case of massive dismissals of the labor-age, already employed, population. 24 As will be discussed soon, this term is the short name for the "minimum livelihood guarantee" program. all the laid-off workers.
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The problem was the weighty and critical limitations on the entire endeavor from the start--a scarcity of funds; a widespread connection of the unemployed with firms that had either gone bankrupt or were suffering serious losses and deeply in debt; 27 incalculable levels of corruption among local cadres and firm managers, who intervened between policymakers and intended recipients, taking substantial cuts, to put it kindly; and, perhaps most serious, a vast insufficiency in the supply of potential work posts in the economy.
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The REP was designed as a set of transitional measures to insure the laid-offs" basic sustenance through the granting of "basic livelihood allowances," and to provide them with opportunities for work during the time when the country"s nascent labor market was admittedly yet imperfect and the nation"s social insurance system seriously incomplete. Those eligible to be termed xiagang according to the official definition 32 were to be (but, in practice, by no means always were) sheltered by the measures these centers were to enforce. These properly "laid-off" individuals-defined officially as those who met all three of the following conditions: 1) s/he began working before the contract system was instituted in 1986 and had a formal, permanent job in the state sector (plus those contract laborers whose contract term is not yet concluded); 2) because of his/her firm"s problems in business and operations, has been let go, but has not yet cut off relations with the original firm; and 3) has not yet found other work in society--also were to be (but again, often were not) the target of a set of active labor market policies, taking the form of so-called "preferential policies" once they produced their laid-off certificate [xiagangzheng] .
33
Around the end of 2002, about four and a half years after the program was launched in earnest in May 1998, documents and speeches appeared urging its termination. The original promise had been for just three years of succor; by that point those who had been dismissed as late as the end of 1999 and who were counted as qualified xiagang workers had supposedly already received their intended benefits, and reemployment centers were urged to push their occupants "out to society." Funds that had been targeted at keeping the "laid-off" going were to be merged with unemployment insurance, and the two tracks of livelihood subsidies and unemployment ____________________ 30 Yang Shucheng, "Zaijiuye yao zou xiang shichanghua" [In reemployment we must go toward marketization] Zhongguo jiuye [Chinese employment] (hereafter ZGJY), 3 (1999), 19 calls the center a product of "a special historial stage, a transitional measure which can solve its special contradictions." 31 Originally-for instance, in Wuhan in 1998-entire sectors, such as textile trade, entrusted their cut-back staff and workers (in this case, numbering 10,000 such persons) to one service center. The work of that center is described in a document handed to me privately in summer 1998 in Wuhan, "Wuhan Shi fangzhi zaijiuye fuwu zhongxin yuncuo qingkuang huibao" [A summary report on the operations situation of the Wuhan City Textile Reemployment Service Center], prepared by the center, Wuhan, March 18, 1998. Later it seems that each firm able to afford to do so ran its own center.
insurance were to be merged. 34 It is probably impossible to assess the extent to which the program managed to attain any or even some of the results it was meant to accomplish, though it has been speculated that its termination was related to its general ineffectiveness.
For the impoverished
For the poverty-stricked, a new program was also crafted, during the same years.
Entitled the zuidi shenghuo baozhang zhidu [minimum livelihood guarantee system] (in Chinese, colloquially known as the dibao), like the Reemployment Project, it also was initiated in Shanghai and spread nationally. The charge of the dibao was to provide for urban residents whose household income failed to reach a locally-determined minimal threshold; the method was to supplement that income to the extent necessary to bring the family"s monthly wherewithal up to the level deemed requisite for basic survival in that region.
35
The measures became formalized and relatively standardized nationally in a State Council circular in August 1997, and in the next month all localities at the urban and county levels across the country were called upon to set up the system. By the end of September 1999, though some 500 cities had put it in place, the recipient population amounted to just 2.82 million people. Still, progress of a sort had been made: of those being served, just about a fifth were traditional targets of civil affairs relief, with the remainder being the newly poor. Monies allotted had risen substantially as well:
in the first nine months of that year, 1.5 billion yuan was allocated for this program, a ten-fold increase over the total of funds that had been spent on relief just seven years before. Tables One and Two) .
____________________
What is meant to occur is that community 41 workers are to endeavor to uncover poor families" total income. The managers are then to compare that income, on a per-capita basis, with their city"s officially, locally-set, per-person "minimum livelihood standard" [zuidi shenghuo biaozhun]. Each household whose total income falls below the local livelihood standard on a per-capita basis is entitled to a supplement equal to the difference between the total of its income, on one hand, and the sum of the city"s livelihood standard times the number of household members living together in that city, on the other. But that this procedure is far from always honored as it ought to be is sometimes the source of difficulties for the recipients.
Nonetheless, strictly observed or not, the policy is miserly. The idea behind it from the start-and into the present--amounted (and amounts) to supplying the individuals with funds that were "just enough to keep body and soul together," in the words of its leading scholar within China, Tang 
UNFIT FOR WORK: THE MODALITIES OF DISCOURAGEMENT
In the stance of the state toward the great majority of these impoverished and out-of-work city-dwellers a consistent subtext can be read. I contend that what in the realm of employment appears on the surface to be simply an acquiescence to the playing out of market forces is a phenomenon undergirded by an implicit impetus--both within the larger society and at the level of the policy elite--to eliminate the style of employment at use in the socialist era and to create in its place a purely modern labor market, one staffed by fully up-to-date wage-earners and by them alone. This ideal marketplace for labor is, therefore, to be one that has been swept clean of what is popularly deemed to be the dross spewed up from the old planned economy-those over age 35 as of the late 1990s, the undereducated, and the unskilled urban workers ____________________ 42 Tang Jun, "The Report," 4. 43 Tang Jun"s notes are in "Selections"; mine are available upon request.
whose machine-based, assembly-line driven jobs had been allocated to them in the bygone age of the planning mechanism. These interviews were not the product of random samples but, from all I"ve read, appear to have been representative cases. That many of the subjects were female reflects the fact that we more often found women at home to speak with us than we did men; nonetheless, often women talked about problems that the couple as a unit faces. In this paper I ignore the rural migrants who are still in demand to perform such work. I discuss just the city-registered people who once held formal-sector jobs in the urban economy.
45 I refer to the latter group by their number in my footnotes; the information on these discussions can be obtained upon request. See Table Three As a 48-year-old male expressed his predicament:
When no one introduces me, I go to the labor market that the government manages to search for work. But the competition there is rather fierce. Everyone without work goes there looking, while a lot of rural young people also go, so that people like me of an older age with my physical capability wanting, often cannot contend. Sometimes work is very hard to find, if it"s too tiring or heavy, after working a few days I can"t go on.
50
Insufficient education is a related issue, since ex-workers of a certain age were the same ones who had missed out on schooling in the years between the mid-1960s and the late 1970s. 51 Indeed, official statistics for 1998 show that more than half (53.5 percent) of those released from their posts had only a junior high education or even less.
52
A 38-year-old man began "going out" to Guangdong for odd jobs not long after he was laid off, prompted mainly by plans to provide for his son"s schooling (in the hope shared by all such folk that the next generation will do better). "But after going out, his circumstances were poor," revealed his wife, "because without any wenhua [used in this instance to refer to education] and not having mastered any specialized craft, the work he engaged in wasn"t secure, the situation was sometimes good and sometimes bad. age limits and educational attainments that eliminate the laid-off, the ads themselves serve as a disincentive to job searches.
Not just the middle-aged who missed their chance at schooling will fail to qualify for work from their lack of wenhua. The problem is apt often to be reproduced down the generations. One informant"s daughter, aged 19, is doing well in senior high, and, the mother related, "would like to attend a vocational school so she can go out to work sooner and lighten the household"s burden. But our family basically can"t pay the tuition," sighed the woman. "We just hope we can borrow some money from the bank."
54 Meanwhile, the daughter of this family"s neighbor was already attending a public-health vocational school, planning to become a nurse. For her first two years, that mother used her work unit"s severance pay to cover the fees, but for the third year, she fretted, "In the family we already don"t have the money to continue to pay, just now worrying about this."
55
The dibao program itself contains a range of measures that directly discriminate against the poor"s daring to take up work. Most blatant is the stipulation that a dibaohu with a household member earning some wages stands to sees its allocation cut back substantially. In fact, even a recipient"s acquisition of a tiny increment in income through occasional labor could result in drastic reduction in his/her household"s dibao disbursement, so some (in my one sample, though, there was just one, out of 53 informants) did feel altogether disinclined to seek employment at all.
Several interviewees in Wuhan did find their families" dibao funds cut back or cut off when a member took on some wage-earning work. In one case a wife"s street-sweeping led to deductions that left four people to survive on some 500-plus yuan per month. 56 In another case, the wife in a family of three bravely reflected that:
We can still go on, use the dibao money to raise our son (then age 12), each month we get a subsidy of 234 yuan. Though it"s not much, some is always better than nothing, the family has one person working, so the subsidy was lowered a lot. We"re not thinking After filing the request, community officials who manage the dibao have a certain amount of time (set locally, usually from five to 10 days) to assess the candidate"s needs and to attempt to ascertain the veracity of the paperwork s/he has presented. This certification of a claimant"s qualification can be a particularly invasive process.
The steps begin with a thorough physical search of the household in question, 59 A shequ is a residential unit organized in cities nationwide after 2000, usually comprising two or three of the former residents" committees. The residents" committee was a standard urban entity (though not formally part of the official governmental hierarchy) created in the early 1950s to monitor, assist, and regulate the affairs of people who lived in adjacent compounds. Such a "community" can contain anywhere where from several hundred to several thousand residents.
candidate"s place of work, if any, to make sure that the applicant has spoken truthfully.
Most embarrassing of all, the results of all the scrutiny are to be posted upon a public board [the gongshilan], in order to solicit the views not just of immediate neighbors but of everyone in the community acquainted with the applicant family"s true state of eligibility and of everyone in a position to see the targeted family members" daily comings and goings. 60 Indeed, communities managing the system as they are ordered to do exhibit such a notice board proclaiming how many members live in every payee household; how much money each one is receiving; what special subsidies it is being granted; and how much voluntary work (such as neighborhood sanitation, public security, guarding, or gardening) its relevant members had performed in a given week, such activity being a necessary condition of enjoying the allowance. notify the office in its community that takes care of examination and approvals, to arrange for stopping, reducing or increasing their outlays.
63 Such check-ups tend to classify those with wages as cheats if they do not disclose every cent they earn; in this way the home visits-often most unpleasant--serve as a form of surveillance that incline people not to work. As expressed by one couple, "The dibao"s examinations are too strict, each time they come to check it"s very upsetting, causes a lot of chaos, the people coming to investigate have no manners." 64 Such scrutiny and surveillance must lend to informal labor a flavor of the illegitimate, a sense of sneakiness that some would prefer to eschew.
In fact, many of the jobless, if earning any money, attempt as much as possible to conceal what they are doing, with the result that such secret work has earned the label "hidden employment." As early as the late 1990s, when millions were first thrown off the job, the term began to surface; it has remained in use up through the present.
Much writing on the laid-off censured this activity. One study of 1,000 dismissed workers in eight enterprises reported that over 70 percent of them belonged to this category, as it criticized such people for collecting some "basic living allowance" from their former firm while obtaining wages from a job elsewhere. 65 But material on the income and mundane miseries of these people evinces the genuine necessity of this activity for those thrust into the vacuum between the state security of the past and the very inchoate, totally insufficient social security system of the present.
The requirement of doing the oxymoronic "voluntary obligatory work" [yiwu laodong] required of all able-bodied dibao "targets" [dibao duixiang] is yet another form of deterring these charity subjects from moving to the regular, external labor market. No. 447 (1999) , 18, which says 60 percent of the registered unemployed were working, as "hidden employed."
As a condition of receiving their state-dispensed subsidy, each household must supply one day of unpaid labor per week to his or her community; failure to do so jeopardizes the family"s take from the program.
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The need to be on hand for that duty in order to accept the more certain, reliable money from the dibao program could, obviously, interfere with accepting paid work.
Still another example of rules militating against job-holding is the prohibition in some cities (of which Wuhan is one), against performing money-earning activities on the sidewalks, a rule that keeps the streets from having an appearance of scruffiness or disorder--traits with which the petty businesses of the poor would surely mark them.
The upshot is that the droves of the destitute who could have scraped out a measly income in the absence of this regulation have had to put their trade tools out of the way.
As the section chief of the dibao office in the Gansu provincial civil affairs department explained to me, "Letting them earn money is a way of cutting down their numbers. If their skill level is low, their only means of livelihood can be the street-side stalls they set up themselves." 67 Thus, a talented but hard-up woman in Wuhan complained that the fees for advertising her artwork on the streets had escalated substantially over time, so that she was forced to abandon the effort to try to make sales.
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A woman who cannot afford to rent a shop is able only to repair shoes for friends and relatives on the sly in an unheated shed attached to her apartment building, rather than to make her skill known on the road as she would have preferred to do. Beijing"s regulations for assisting the poor preclude persons from getting the dibao who had bought cell phones or who had arranged for their children to attend schools of their own choice or private schools.
In Liaoning, using a household phone more than 15 percent more than the local dibao standard or even having received gifts whose value was above the poverty line Elsewhere, some places banned people from becoming recipients if they had a family business, regardless of its profits or losses--firms losing money and incapable of supporting the family"s livelihood could be known to spark quarrels between civil affairs departments and an applicant.
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In Wuhan, the following circumstances could deprive the destitute of succor: having a motorized vehicle (unless it was required because of disability); having electrical fees surpassing 15 yuan per month, except in the high heat months of July, August and September; running up phone fees beyond 40 yuan per month; using a cell phone or other hand-held communication device (even if having obtained it as a gift or a loan) or going on the web on a computer.
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Also forbidden was arranging for one"s children to select their own school or to enroll in special classes for study or training; doing odd jobs for which the wages are hard to verify; or for a child in the family to be studying with a foreigner. At least some grantees took these guidelines seriously, as evinced in this quotation from a mother of a 16-year-old boy:
This year his grades could qualify him to transfer to the Number 3 Senior High School, a provincial-level keypoint institution. But I don"t have the money and secondly, if it"s discovered that there"s a child in the family who has transferred to a keypoint high school, our dibao qualification would be eliminated. We can"t take this risk. He really wants to study in that school, but he knows the family"s conditions, so he doesn"t demand it of me; I feel I have really let my son down.
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Whereas the exclusions of households whose so-labeled "extras" leave them out, the "as if" ostracizations, while also reducing a locality"s financial responsibility, treat workless people as they would treat those holding jobs. This behavior is justified thus:
"since household income is very difficult to determine, hidden employment is pervasive, and hidden income and assets [are known to exist], flexible standards are adopted According to this logic, families may be rejected simply because they are perceived as having the ability to work even if they have not found any waged labor, thereby considering them as having received the wages they would have earned had they been on a job. Such reckoning "regards as income" salary or benefits that properly speaking ought to have been--but were not--paid to a person, using their area"s minimum wage or unemployment insurance subsidy to assess the amount of the supposedly received income or benefit and then taking that sum to be the person"s actual income.
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While this rule does not dissuade applicants from working, it does penalize a person living in poverty for his or her failure to find a place willing to hire him or her.
Most telling of all among my examples of an official bias against putting the poor to work was the justification of the program as a "tranquilizer" [a dingxinwan, literally, a "pill to stabilize the heart"] that was offered by one of its early proponents. 78 The reasoning here seems to have been that providing the indigent with a pittance would serve to push them back into their domiciles, where, in gratitude [and, perhaps as much
as sedated], they would refrain from inciting disturbances against the economic reforms that had destroyed their old way of life and livelihood. At the same time, given the restrictions laid out above, the piddling funds they were granted did act to restrain them from venturing out to seek employment.
This amalgam of limitations, linked together, works to leave those seen as incompetent, unworthy, unfit, in a word, lowly, outside the pale of the laboring public.
While this outcome may not always be intended, the influences from these various factors often achieve that effect. she"s from the countryside and has never worked, for her medical funds she"s completely dependent on me. Before, when she wasn"t sick, she could do household chores, now she can only lie on the bed, can"t do anything. The medical fees are very high, she sometimes gets dialysis. We basically despise this illness, everyday she stays home, takes a little medicine, and in this way drags on."
Soon the wife chimes in: "The doctors in the hospital would let you stay in the hospital for treatment, but we haven"t so much money, basically we can"t afford it. Each day I can take some medicine to control the illness, and that"s very good, I can"t hope to cure the illness, can just live a day and write it off [huo yitian, suan yitian], sometimes I think if I can only lie on the bed all day like this, unable to do anything, it"s the family"s burden, it"s not as good as dying earlier." As she speaks, there"s a tear in her eye and the daughter quietly goes away.
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In another home, an old mother is prostrate, paralyzed on the bed, as she has been for half a year. "Now she"s very old," explains her daughter-in-law, her health situation is very poor, her pension is all used up in seeing doctors and buying medicine."
80 Yet one more futile scenario features a wife, aged 47, again confined to her bed. She contracted a thyroid disease nine years before. "At first, it wasn"t serious and we didn"t pay much attention to it," she recounted. "Afterward, it slowly got severe, and I took a lot of hormone-type medicine. Now you can see I got fat, it"s really a side-effect of the medication. Each month, must take about 100 yuan worth of it to control the illness. The doctor can examine me every month and check the condition of my relevant body signs, but a general check-up costs 300 to 400 yuan and we just can"t afford it..Ordinarily I"m at home, and keep track myself, I can do what I can to control it, but I don"t lightly go to the hospital."
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In one more home the wife is also laid up in bed, having claimed to be ill with erythema lupus (a connective tissue disorder); in two others it is rheumatism, while elsewhere a husband down with cancer makes do with a petty 70 yuan from his former work unit. 82 Perhaps the most pitiful tale is one related by a young wife in tears: when she married her husband she was not aware that he was plagued by schizophrenia. In poor communities the economy creates social segregation, which causes economic units" incomes to fall. This makes the units leave the area, so capital migrates away, which only deepens the poverty. Then there"s no way to supply jobs, or to create tax income for the community. Purchasing power is low, and the return on investment is negligible, so outside businesses won"t enter and there"s no way internally to generate economic entities. Even if there are those ____________________ 84 As explained in Ran Tao, Mingxin Liu and Juan Wang, "Making the Best of Transfers: Central Policies and Local Responses: Evidence from a State-Designated Poor County in Gansu," presented at the Provincial China Workshop 2008, Nankai University, Tianjin, October 27-30, 2008, 21, "upper levels of government attempt to externalize their fiscal burdens to lower levels of government..The central government initiated a series of reforms since 1994 to centralize revenue yet leaves expenditure decentralized." Also, Xinping Guan, "The Relationship between Central and Local Governments in social Policy Actions in China: From an Example of the MLS" Development," presented to Provincial China Workshop, Nankai University, Tianjin, October 27-30, 6-7 notes that, "As the result of decentralization of social expenditure, local government should take responsibility to pay for most of the social welfare projects. Because of the limitation in financial capacity, and their strong motivation in promoting local economic development, most of the local governments tended to control their social expenditure [sic.]" A study showing how this move affected health care within localities is Jane Duckett, "State self-earned income and welfare provision in China, " Provincial China, 7, 1 (2002), 1-19. 85 Interview 4, 2007. 86 Interview 9, 2007. with economic initiative, they"ll leave, so the community will lose their role as a model.
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In short, there are simply no spare funds in such locales, neither for forming nor for patronizing, commercial ventures.
And finally, a major issue is the nature of state macroeconomic policies. 88 Since the late 1990s, these have included priority treatment for large corporations through state investment, preferential taxation rates, and easy credit, while refraining from serious and substantial efforts to promote labor-intensive employment of the sort that could offer work to these people (the exception is infrastructural development, though it is not known how jobs on large state-funded projects are allocated 89 ). The problems of lack of capital for tiny firms is fully evident in Kellee Tsai"s book, Back-Alley Banking, 90 which describes the alternate sources of credit to which small entrepreneurs are compelled to resort.
Scores of laid-off interviewees over the years have complained to me about the inappropriateness of the training available as against the nature of the labor market. In one case, in my presence, a friend suggested to a 38-year-old laid-off former thread factory employee that, "A lot of departments have organs specially to take care of middle-aged workers--train them to do household labor, beauty salon work, cooking, tailoring; they teach how to drive a cab." But speaking of her hopeless feeling in the face of her low chance to make such training work out, the dismissed woman despondently mused that, I"d like to drive a cab, but have no money to buy the cab. Even working for someone else is also a problem--it requires giving 70 yuan even if you don"t earn any money. And you still have to pay for gas; anyway, there"s so many taxis now.
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In conversations with the dibaohu in the past year or two, I heard comments such as this one:
The residents" committee organized some professional training, like computer training classes, and one on studying flower arranging, all of them were free. I really wanted to be employed, but the work still must be found by oneself, the residents" committee can"t solve big problems, it"s still [a matter of] mainly relying on oneself."
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So in these various ways choices on other issues taken by top policy elites--with regard to health care, financial decentralization, macroeconomic policy and state investments, and, in the distant past, education--skew the employment opportunities and possibilities for the poverty-stricken and the out-of-work.
CONCLUSION
From the year when China"s policymakers began to promote "reform and opening 
